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Library to Students:
'Pay Up or Get Out
By Robert Byn
..... ~ ... t..,..

GAMBLERS GATHER - in the Oak Room to ley their luck with
dice. The Wild West saloon was one of the activities featured
during Fathers' Weekend.

.. ,

Studertts Tab Pair
For Council Seats

In a display of unprecedented
severity the Academic Dean's
office haS"'informed some 25 undergraduate .students that they
have been withdrawn from the
University as a consequence of
their failure to return long overdue books to the library.
The surprise action stemmed
from a recommendation made by
the University Librarian, Rev,
Francis A, Small, S.J., that the
Dean dismiss any student who
after repeated warnings had not
satisfied his library obligations.
(Only those students who
have not returned library
material received notices of
dismissal. The Librarian's
recommendation did not include students who returned
overdue books but neglected
l:O pay fines on them.)
Not Recorded
OG Tl'lUlIeriptl
According to Rev. James H.
Coughlin, S.J., Dean of the
Undergraduate College of Arts
and Sciences, the notices of expulsion took effect October 11,
1972. However, the action has yet
to be recorded on the students'
permanent transcripts and will
not appear on their records if the
students involved contact the
Librarian within a "reasonable
amount of time."
Fr. Coughlin refused to
elaborate as to what constitutes a
"reasonable amount of time"
and noted only that the affected
students are now in a state of
"limbo." He implied that the
letter served as more of a threat
than an actual notice of expulsion.
Already Expelled
Nevertheless, the aclualtext of
the letter, which is given below.
indicates that the students have
in fact already been expelled.
"The Librarian of the Fairfield
University Library has informed
me that repeated attempts to
either secure overdue material
from you or establish an arrange--

ment to replace it have failed.
His last letter to you concerning
this matter indicated that failure
to make some arrangements
before september 15 would lead
to a recommendation that you be
wirhdrawn from the Universityfor this persistent unwillingness
to meet ordinary library
regulations.
As a consequence, this letter is
to notify you that you are
withdrawn from the University
as of this date. Should there be
any confusion or further informa-.
tion that can be provided in the
matter. please bring this to the
attention of the Librarian immediately who will inform me."
Regretfully yours,
(Rev.) James H. Coughlin, S.J.

Kathleen Riordon and John
A motion had been proposed to
Mekrut. both members of the call security Chief James
class of 1974. have been elected Barrett before the Council to
by the Student Legislature to fill explain new procedures
vacancic-s on the University involving the possession of
Council.
nightclubs and mace by Security
Dean
The two were chosen from a officers.
However,
The Student Handbook defines
field of six candidates at last administration and faculty
dismissal as the most serious
Tuesday's regular Le~islature delegates urged that John
University sanction. A student
meeting and will now jom senior Hickson.' Vice-President of
who has been dismissed from the
Terrence Horan and junior Business and Finance and Mr.
University "bas DO connection
Joseph Hasten in completing the Barrett's superior, be informed
with the institution;" furthermake-up of the student before the Council might contact
more, "all University sanctions
delegation to the tripartite Mr. Barrett.
Council.
are confirmed by letter and
Mr. Dunning and Mr. Horan
become a matter of record in the
Both Previously Active
agreed. leaving only Mr. Hasten
office of the Student Services."
Miss Riordan is an English who demanded an immediate
major and a Resident Advisor on appearance of the Security
Letter CootradJels Handbook?
Northwest 1. She has been an Chief.
Nevertheless, although the
active member of the Playhouse
words of the letter are straight·
It was at this time that Mr.
staff and served last year on the Hasten allegedly approached
forward and explicit and appear
University Review Board. the Mr, Dunning and threatened him
on the surface to be consistent
University's tripartite judicial with legislative recall, thus
with the definition provided by
body.
the handbook, their consequences
prompting the latter to submit
in this case are vague and
Mr. Mekrut has been affiliated his resignation as a Council
with Fairfield since 1968. A representative.
somewhat confusing.
history major he founded the
The affected students may con·
Regrets Resigoation
Student Action Movement. a
tinue to attend classes without
Upon
reconsideration,
radical student organization. in however. Mr. Dunning sought to
penalty or indication of the inci·
1969 and figured prominently in have Mr. Mednick return his
dent on their transcripts. If,
the 1970 strike and Canis ius resignation. The Government
though, they fail to settle their
building takeover. His bid to gain President refused on the
library accounts within the
a seat on the Council last year technical grounds that the
"reasonable amount of time"
failed when he trailed four other vacancy had already been
referred to by Fr. Coughlin, the
candidates in the voting.
explusion notice will bealme perannounced, and Mr. Dunning was
Two Trade Charges
manent and irreversible.
forced to seek reelection to the
Prior to the final vote on the seat which he had vacated a
Therefore, despite the letter's
Council appointments the month before.
statement that the students have
Legislature meeting was the
Denies Charges
already been withdrawn from the
scene of heated argument and
Replying to Mr, Dunning's
University, their records in the
name·calling between Mr. charges, Mr. Hasten denied that
Registrar's oUice show that they
Hasten, also a member of the he had ever threatened to
remain in good standing. The
Legislature, and Mark Dunning.
notice's outriiht assertion that
(Continued on Patte21
a fortller student representative
to the Council.
Speaking
before
the
~
Legislature as one of the six
students (the others included
Miss Riordon, Mr. Mekrut.
Edward Harrison, Thomas
Fitzpatrick, and Robert Smith)
seeking positions on the Council,
Mr. Dunning, who was elected to
the Council last spring, but
resigned in september after a
dispute with Mr. Hasten,
declared he he wished to
reassume his Council seat.
Recalls Threal
He claimed that he had
submitted his resignation to
Student Government President
Steven Mednick following an
argument with Mr. Hasten, in
which the latter was alleged to
have said, "Higher-ups in the
Legislature will recall you (Mr.
Dunning) if you don't shape up."
The alleged verbal threat
made by Mr. Hasten followed a
Council vote in which Mr.
-~
Dunning and Mr. Horan sided
WHATGENERATlO~GAP?
Father
and
son
take
timeout
from
the
Fathers'
Weekend
festivities for
with the administration and
a man-tCHnan talk. Eitthty-eittht fathers participated in the annual program.
faculty.

1'l1K,..'~~
,-.

•
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dismissal is effective as of the
date of the letter (October 11)
apparently indicates that expul·
sion will be retroactive to October 11 when the action is made
a matter of record.
Judicial Floe Poiols
The incident also raises many
questions with respect to the
University's judicial process.
According to the handbook the
University Review Board, the
school's tripartite judicial board,
"hears all serious violations (one
in which a guilty finding could
result in any of the following
sanctions: disciplinary probation, suspension, or dismissal),
When asked if he felt that a
student's right to due process had
been violated, Fr. Coughlin
repolied, "There was no judg·
ment to be made and no point in
debating whether they did it or
not." He indicated that only
matters in which there is a ques·
tioo of guilt are to be handled by
the Review Board.
He went on to say, "You can't
deal with a person when he simp·
ly ignores you ... We can't live
with you if you won't pay your
debts. ,.
Fr, Coughlin explained that
only those students who had ig·
nored all previous library in·
voices and notices received
letters of dismissal. A letter
signed by Fr. Small and mailed
during the summer to students
(Continued on Page 21

Law Forum
Here This
Evening
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the
Natiooal Economics Honor
Society, in conjunction with the
Politics Department. is
sponsoring a Pre-Law Forum on
the evening of October 26. 1972
at 7:30 p.m, in the faculty dining
room, Campus Center. The
purpose of the Forum is to allow
students that are interested in
persuing a post-graduate career
in law to discuss the profession
with a number of individuals who
are at dif(ere~t stages in their
careers. The participants and
the topics they will cover include
the following:
Mr. Mark Alexander . Law
student - The nature of the Law
Program
at
Fordham
University.
Mrs. Alan Katz - Lawyer· The
Bar Examination and the
Opportunities for Women in

Law.
Mr. Paul Tremont· Lawyer The Development of a Private
Law Practice.
Prof. Stephen J. O'Brien Lawyer and Pre-Law Advisor·
The Admission Requirements
for Law School.
The program is aimed
especially at graduating Seniors
and those who plan to take the
law boards in the near future. A
question and answer period will
follow tbe introductory
comments.
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Mednick Spurns Offer
To Study DorIn. Living
Rebuffing an invilation from
Vice· President in charge of
Student Services William P.
SChimpf for student involvement

in studyi~ the Residence Hall
system. Student Government
President Steven Mednick has
refused to appoint three students

to an ad hoc committee which
has been created to investiJ:atc
<III aspects of Residence Hall

livinJ(.
Mr. Mednick explained his

action in a press release issued
last .....eek with the comment,
"Only when students are making
I)()]icy in the Student Services
Division will I see the worth of
l'ueh:m investil'lation.··
Mednick Takes Aim
The refusal on the part of the
Student Government President
10 promote student participation
Within the committee seems

to

renee!

a

J!:fowing

disillUSIOnment .....ith advisory
s:roups in ~eneral lsee related
slory on page 3 concernins: Mr.
Mednick's decision to forego
cooperation
..... ith
the
Presidential Search CommiUeel
and may serve <I'; a further
indication of the increasingly
strained
relations between
Student Services and the Student
Government.
In the past Mr. Mednick has
been cdtical of the manner in
which Student Services has
handled the Northwest II
situation, He has also taken aim
in recent weeks at the Student

Handbook. though in an
interview in early September he
described the Handbook as ··the
best ever" in the history of
Fairfield University.
Schimpf Forms Committee
Mr. Schimpf created the ad
hoc committee earlier this
month in response to complaints
regarding the Residence Hall
system.
In a leller to the University
Voice he described the purpose
of the committee as "an attempt
to provide our community with
an objective appraisal of the
Residence Hall operations and to
make improvements in this
operation.. if an objective
analysis
indicates such
improvements are desirable...
He further pointed out that the
commiUee would be tripartite in
structure and would. if possible.
submit a report to the University
Council before the end of the
semester in December.
Although Mr. Schimpf did not
specify what areas of Residence
Hall living the committee might
stress. there are indications that
a review of parietal regulations
and the role of Resident Advisors
would receive hiJ:h priority.
Mednick Wants Bioding Powers
Mr. Mednick's refusal to
appoint students to serve on the
committee also stems largely
from his desire to have five
undergraduates in the Student
Services division as assistants to
the three Deans, the Director of

Elections Activate
Political Partisans
By Cbris Walsh
As the 1972 election comes
down to the final weeks. it
appc<lts to be a close race on the
Fairfield campus, McGovern
shows a commandins: lead in the
number of poster portraits ;n
dorm windows, but Nixon seems
to have the edge in bumper
stickers plastered on doors.
Activity SIi~ht
Aside from posters and
stickers. though. the political
enthusiasm generated by this
elect ion has almost passed
unnoticed al Fairfield. Most of
the activity that has taken place
has been due to a handful of
students and faculty. most of
them working for McGovern.
The most active ~roup has
been th(' students for McGovern,
coordinated by junior Ed
lfarrison. with about t.....enty-five
volunteers. Beginning with the
bus to the McGovern rally in
Waterbury last September. they
covered 70~ of the residence
halls urgins: student turn-<lUt for
the voter registration held on
campus. They organized the
David Bromberg-Michael
Cooney concert that drew Z30
people last Wednesday and are
also planning door-to,door
canvassing in the local area,
particularly in Bridgeport in the
remaining weeks.
Harrison is pleased with what
his group has done. Arter three
hours work in the Campus
Center 300 new voters
registered. the large majority
either
Democratic
or
independent. In the same time
period 10 students registered
recently at a similar session at
Sacred Heart University in
Bridgeport.
Although the bus to Waterbury
was filled. with some people
having to be turned away and the
concert raised $450 for
McGovern
campaign
headquarters in Hartford,
Harrison complains of the
"general feeling of apathy. not
only at Fairfield. but nationwide.
McGovern is not doing as well as
expected on campuses." This is
in spite of what he calls "Nixon's

intimidation of youth - by the
vice-president in the first t.....o
years of the administration. by
Nixon's making student loans
harder and harder to get. by his
ignoring of student dissenl."
Faculty Work for McGovern
The Faculty for McGovern
committee is chaired by Mr.
Greenberg of the Politics
Department. It has received
strong support. according to
him. from the faculty in all
departments, lay and religious.
The commitlee helped lhe
McGovern students canvass the
dorms for voler registration.
sponsored the Lucaks-Dew
debate OCtober 17 on McGovern
as a conservative or liberal. and
conducted an informal "TeachIn" in the Campus Center. In
addition fifty-six faculty
members have agreed to
contribute money toward a
quarter-page ad to appear in the
Bridgeport Post October 29.
Greenberg thinks this number
might be raised to seventy.
"HesitaDt Optimism"
Despite pessimism about
McGovern's present position in
the race Greenberg, argues that.
"McGovern has a very real
chance to win the election. but
with a different kind of coalition,
one without the South. I don't
think our work is useless,
because it is exactly groups like
this. comprised of people not
usually involved in the political
process. which can make
McGovern win...
This hesitant optimism seems
to reflect the sentiment of the
McGovern workers on campus,
both teachers and students. Dr.
Flagg of the faculty committee
says. "I'm optimistic. I think the
scandals connected with the
Nixon administration will sink
into people's consciousness when
it comes to electing t'he
president. '
No NixoD OrgaDiUllioa
On the other side of the race,
Nixon support. thoogh obviously
strongly rooted on campus, has
given rise to no active
organization. Joe Hasten.
president of the Republican
(Continued on Pag(6)

Student Residence. and the Head
Residents.
A letter dated October 9. 1972
and addressed to Mr. Schimpf
presented Mr. Mednick's request
for inclusion of the Five-man
student committee within the
Student Services structure.
According to the contents of the
leller the students would serve
in a "decision-making capacity"
and apparently not be limited to
a strictly advisory role.
In another letter dated
OCtober 18. 1972 Mr. Mednick
informed Mr. Schimpf that the
Student Government would
"withhold any participation on
the ad hoc committee on
Residence Hall systems until
such time that a decision is made
regarding our proposal for
binding student representation
in the division of Stude-nt
Services." He expressed hope in
the letter that "Student Services
,will go beyond the current
University Cooncil 'advisory'
structure."
- Robert ByrD

",-.,.~e~

ECOLOGY - makes yet another breakthrough at Fairfield. This
paperback recycling shell in the library enables students to
exchange their old paperbacks fOf" books they may need.

Midter:rn Squeeze Provokes
Reactions to Esti:rnate Grades
By David Pelllnlccbl
The
word
"estimate",
although generally accepted as
common English usage in
society, is perhaps one of the
most slanderous and unpopular
words which can be s,poken at
Fairfield University. As .....e all
know. it designates a small slip
of paper given both to the
student and to his parents. which
is supposed to give an indication
of the 30100nt of work being done
academically, and a guide as to
what is to be done to improve or
retain the grade for the rest of
the semester. This is to be the
first of two articles which will
expound on both student and
Faculty reactions to estimates.
Talk of
Estimates Increases
. Each year at this time the talk
of mid-term grades is revitalized
in all aspects of the University
community. from the general
faculty meetings right down to
the small nightly rap sessions in
the dormitories. This year. the
subject seems more talked about
than it ever was in the past. with
yet still no results.
Student Views Vary
In dealing .....ith the students
(facully opinion will be
forthcoming in the next issue), I
naturally found a varied opinion
concerning estimates. yet the
majority of the students are
opposed to them. However.
many also believe that if
properly executed, estimates
would fulfill the purpose for
which they were established.
Pr~EstimateFew aod Far setween
•
Nick DeTura. '76 who has not
yet experienced estimates,
thinks that they are good
because "they allow the student
to find out where he stands. and
gives him an idea or what he
must do to improve his grades. If
he is doing badly, it is a good
time to find out, SO the whole
semester won't be wasted." This
view. however. may be altered
once he has felt the sometimes
venomous effects of these
grades. Others state that they
like estimates because they want
to be evaluatect by their
teachers. because they like to
get marks. and one student said
that he is "just curioos to see if
I'm still passing."
Anti-Estimate
Perhaps some of the most
violent things ever to penetrate
my ears were spoken when I
asked the question. "What do
you think of estimates?" An
anonymous junior says that in
past years. he has pulled the

estimates out of his mailbox and
thrown them away without
opening them (and will continue
to do so in the following years)
was quite vehement in his
opinion. He said "I think that
they are useless and I also
believe that many teachers feel
the same way. I think that it is a
waste of the school's time and
money." He goes on to say that
the mid,term grades are a
"worthless scrap of paper, and
should be treated as such." He
feels that their greatest. aDd
only assets are to "help rid
unemployment by giving jobs to
people trained in computer
programming and to satisfy the
'good-natured dean'."
Paul Giangarra, '75 claims
that they are worthless because
they are often based on one test
or quiz and "do not properly
reflect on a student's final grade.
In effect, they are a burden
rather than an asset."
Another student, who also
wishes to remain anonymous,
says that many teachers will
come into ~Iass one day around
the beginning of October and
say, "Well. its time for a midterm." even though they
themselves often do not really
want to give one.
Craig Thomas. is shows a
"middle of the road" attitude
concerning estimates by saying
that he "likes tbe idea but

Council
(Continued From Page II
initiate recall proceeiilings. He
criticized Mr. Dunning's use of
the Legislature meeting as a
"forum for personal grievances"
and commented later, that he
"questioned his (Mr. Dunning'sl
mental capabilities."
The animated dispute
climaxed a months-long
"personality conflict," as the
two have described it.
Both Mr. Hasten and Mr.
Dunning have worked together
last year and during the early
part of the present academic
year on the Fairfield Free Press
aod Review, Toward the end of
September Mr. Dunning
resigned his post as News Editor
blaming his resignation in part
on his disgust "with the
politics"
_

•• w;.1."' ••I_..,..r..-l... c..."

MERRITT BOOKS
1.......
FIOIrfWIol -c_ _
TeIe~--.M

All G.R.A. aDd L,S.A.T
Exam Books

dislikes the method." He also
says that they aren't valid
because they are based· on very
little concrete work, and it
seems that at present, their only
value is "to shake up parents and
students. "
What CaD Be DoDe?
The question of the validity
and usefulness of estimates is
one that can be discussed at
great length. and the faculty
may have opposing views
concerning them. yet it seems
that the students for the most
part would prefer that the midterm grades be abolished.
Perhaps this account, along witb
the next. may trigger some
action. but, at any rate,
estimates are here, and as it
stands now. are here to stay.
Only time will tell if future
classes will witness change in
estimates in Fairfield,

Library
(Continued From Page I)
who had neglected to return
books due the previous academic
year warned that he would
recommend to Hie Dean's office
the expulsion of any student who
had not settled accounts with
the library by September 15.
MclllDes Disapproves
o( Ace!oa
University President, Rev.
William C. McInnes, S.J., who
retains the right of executive
clemency in all judicial
decisions, stated that he was
unaware of the action taken by
Fr. Coughlin. However, he expressed concern that the threat
of expulsion and the actual
language of the letter was far too
severe for the nature of the
offense.
The extremity of the sanction
apparently reflects a renewed
attempt on the part of the library
to crack down on students who
misuse library privileges.
Traditionally, the library has
invoked such sanctions as the
retention of academic schedules
or in the case of seniors the
threat that their diplomas might
be withheld. The more serious
punishments of SUspensiOll and
expulsion have usually been conHned to incidents of disruptive
behavior.
Pbulograpllers
Needed for
The Voi~
Contact
George Ahlmeyer

...,
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Kisiel Explains Role
As Judicial Officer
In explaining his job as judicial
officer at Fairfield, Mr. Robert
Kisiel, newly appointed to the
post, talked about the workings
of the Student Court system.
When a sllJdent is charged with
an infraction thaw might result
in any sanction less than
DiciRlinary Probation, Suspen·
sion. or Dismissal, the case is
heard by the Student Court. The
University Review Board hears
more serious charges.
Usually when an infraction occurs, an infraction report is filled
001 by security, the Resident
Advisor. or whoever is filing the
charge. The student is summoned by the judicial officer and
presented with a formal charge
sheet, informed of his rights.
asked to make a plea in writing,
and then to mate a statement of
whal happened.
The case is then scheduled
before the Student Court, which

consists of nine judges who
rotate in groups of lhree. U the
plea is guilty, Utey will decide the
Tbe 101l0"lag slatemeDI
released by the Judicial Officer
RiVes a summary of SlltdeDt
rllhls In all judicial
pro«edln~•.

The Stud4p1t Court hears all
minor cases of misconduct those which might result in any
sanction less than Discipilnary
Probation, Suspension, or
Dismissal, but up to and Including loss of residence hall
priVilege. The Court also serves
as the final arbitrator of all
Constitutional and. legal disputes
arising from the activities of the
Student Government.
To protect the rights of the
individual in the undergraduate
studeut body the court insures
that the student will be granted
the following rigbts in their disciplinary proceedings.
(I) The right to be presented by
an advisor (Defense Attorney) of
his choice before and. during the
proceedings of the court,
providing this advisor is a
member of the University com·
munity.
(2) The right to be advised of
the f.1I evidence against him
(including the nature of the
charge, the person making it, and
the names and testimony of
adverse witnesses). The student
will have the opportunity to rebut
unfavorable inferences wbich
might be drawn.
(3, The nght to present the
testimony of any competent
witness who has personal
knowledge of any matters which
are material and relevant to the
case. However these witnesses
must submit written statements
to the Judicial Officer of the
University before they will be
allowed to testify at the hearing.
(4) The right to a delay of the
hearing date if a legitimate excuse has been established in the
opinion of the Chief Justice and
the University Judicial Officer.
(5) The right to decline togive
testimony which might tend to be
self-incriminating (refusal to do
so shall not be considered
evidence of guilt).
(6) The right to be absent [rom
the hearing without excuse.
However the case will be heard
without the student and a decision rendered based on the
evidence presented.
(7) The right to request a
private hearing. All requests
should be directed to the Chief
Justice.
(8) The right to appeal the
decision of the Court. Appeals
can be made only on the basis of
new evidence or an error in the
Court's procedures. A written
appeal must be made within one
week {rom the hme the student is
mati aW<l.re of lhe decision of th'
l,;OlJrt All appeals are made to
the Associate Dean of Students.

I---

u. Broad Stl'M'l
1476 Po$t Road
Bridt~. 0xIn.
rairr>eld. CoM
.D5-lm
2».(1512
Bet JoM .. Cannon
Fa,rfitldCntl".
UI2StllieStrftl

sanction, but if the plea is not
guilty, then the prosecutor must
appear and plead bis case.
If a student for any reason
wishes to forego his privilege to a
trial, be can bave his case
reviewed by the Associate Dean
of Students privately.
The judicial officer's main job
in any disciplinary proceeding is
to straighterJ out ~ situatlon,
find out who's involved, and to
m.a1e sure that the student is
aware of the procedure to be
followed.
In addition to this, Me. Kisiel's
wort. includes acting as a liaison
between tbe school and its
volunteer programs. He feels
that the organizations are suf·
ficieally independent and, consequently he rarely interferes
with their programs.
If he is made aware of an
opportunity to help, he notifies
the chainnen of the volunteer
groups, but allows them to decide
whether or not they have the
money, time, or manpower to
participate.
• Cathy SlcbakU -

BricIcePon. Conn
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FREE. DELIVERY
335-1872

FREE PARKING
DowalOw. CorDf:r
Joim aDd Broad

OCTOBER SPECIAL
SCOTCH!!!
Saper Bay

14 51

Posters In
Oak Room
An international exhibition of
posters, featuring those from the
summer Olympic games in
Munich, is being held from 1-4
p.m. daily in lhe Campus Center
Oak Room through November 10,
In addition to posters from the
summer Olympics, a large
number of posters from various
nations around lhe world will be
on display.
The exhibition will coincide
with the annual United Nations
Day celebration, explained Mrs.
Audrey Thomson, director of
Special Events at Fairfield.

15"

Illn

4/5Q1.
FuIlQl;. YlGal.
EDiNBERG It'

YOU WON'T BEUEVE
HOW SUPER IT IS
FRENCH
COTE de RHONE

$1.75

,
BEETHQ.VEN STARTED IN A DORM? - Coeds in Northwest
Hall practice their musical talents on an upright piano, which they
and two other residents of the donnitory purchased.

Government Rejects Advisory
Status.in Search for President
With the approval of the Student Legislature five student
leaders, including Sludent
Government President Steven
Mednick and Legislature Presi·
dent Richard Canel, have infonned Rev. James J. McGinley,
S.J., chairman of the Trustee
Search Committee, that they will
not participate in the selection
process for a new University
President.
Letter Critk:al
01 Sb ..' .. e
In a letter criticizing the Board
of Trustees' failure to open the
Search Committee to nonTrustee membership, the five
students, who in addition to Mr.
Mednick and Me. Canel included
Jose Romero, President of the
Spanish American Student
Association. Jerry Daley, Chairman of the Residence Hall
Association, and William Reilly.
Chairman of the Youlb
Interracial Council, described
the advisory capacity in which
they would serve as "futile and
useless."
They claimed that they "could
only accept membership on a
committee whicb would
guarantee equal representation
of all sectors and the full responsibility of selecting the neIl
University President."

\VINE .. SPIRI'I'
MERCHANTS

Under its present guidelines
the search Committee is com·
posed of five Trustees who will
submit their recommendations
for a successor to Rev. William
McInnes, S.J., outgoing University President, to the full Board.
Non-Trustee participation. in the
selection process has been
restricted to an advisory basis.
The students were also critical
of Fr. McIMCS and the means by
which he was selected as Presideat DiRe yean qu.
.. Although we recognize the
great growth and progress the
University has made in the past
nine years under the current
President. we also recognize the
high incidence of student and
faculty unrest resulting from his
lack of credibility to those who
are most affected by his policies.
He was chosen in the closed-door
atmosphere of the corporation's
governing body and remained
there, alleast in temperament."

Movies
To Show
ext Week

VODKA AND GIN
STILL

$4.69

FULL
QUART

SUPER WINE
Slightly Sparkling

·p·o·,t·u~.·lm

279

Urge "Era of Opeauels"
•
Com Silvana
lind.lai
They urged a new "era of
openness"· b'tlich "Ci:ln only be
Wine Tostings
ushered in by an equitable selection procedure," and called upon
Served on Request
the Trustees to revise the struc·
• Call 33a..1872 _
ture of the Search Committee.
The letter originally contained
a sixth name, that of Stan Hiriak.
station manager of radio station
IS THE MOST
WVOF. However, Mr. Hiriak inKNOWLEDGEABLE
WINE STORE
dicated that his name had been
used without pennission and that
lie.- I t lPUlny IN
d Me.-I-_ _~IN;'"lB~R~IDG~~EPO~~R~T!-_4
Mednick that he wished it
AND ANY OTHER PLACE
removed.
Others Parlidpate
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT &
Although many student
organizations have refused to WEDDING RINGS, 3,000 ring
cooperate with the Search Com- selections in all styles at 50%
mittee, at least one, the Univer- discount to students, staff, and.
faculty. Buy direct from leading
sity Voice, has appointed a
and save! 11.I carat
manufacturer
representative to meet with Fr.
McGinley, and a number of $170. ~ carat only $299. For free
others, including WVOF and the color folder write: 80x 42.
Cardinal Key Society. have en- Fanwood, N.J. 07023.
4 •
couraged individual merubers to
••••••••
communicate with the members
Tbe Universily Voice Anof the Committee.
nOmlces • Classified Ad"'uIn addition the faculty has
tismg Seetion for Students,
named a five-man committee to
Faculty, and Staff. Rates:
advise the Trustees of faculty
$1.8I/Zt words. CoataCI tile
preferences in the naming of a
AdvenisiDg Manager, Loyola
new President.
HaJJ.
- Roben Byt1l - •
••• ee • •••

serlin

• •

The Department of Modem
Languages will present a film
version of Moliere's famous play
"Les Femmes Savantes", ("The
Learned Ladies") on Monday,
October 30: at 3:30 in Gonzaga
auditorium. The film is in
French with English sub--titles.
Il should be seen by anyone
interested in theater. or
literature in general. Admission
is only SOC',
The Film Society will show a
series of classic silent comedies
on Tuesday. October 31. at seven
p.m. in Gonzaga auditorium. The
program includes "The Boal" by
Buster Keaton, "One AM" and
"The Pawnshop" by Charlie
Chaplin, and "Two Tars" by
Laurel and Hardy. These films
are ideal for children as well as
adults. Not to be missed!
Admission is only SOt.

DISCOVER
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The SCbool of Maaagement of Syracuse Uaivenlty, Syracuse,
l)
N.Y. will be iDaervlewiag interested applicaDls for the Masten
iD Business AdmlDislralion and M.S. In AceouDtlng Program 00 ~
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HAIRCUTTERS
~ Get Your Head Together

Friday, November3,1972 9-12 a.m.
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campus.
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Midterm. Estim.ates:
Fact or Fallacy?
Along about the middle of October, strange signs
begin to appear on campus: the summer euphoria has

finally died;" classes become lifeless, and students'
eyes become red and dilated from lack of sleep. To the
casual observer, the student body seems to be in the
grip of some strange dis"ease, in epidemic proportions.
Most teachers, however, seem to be in some sort of
flurry of activity: Xerox machines and mimeograph
stencils are in short supply: mark. books are filled. and
their tone is definitely overactive. quite the contrary of
their pupils'. Why? The answer is almost incredible:
marks that don't counL That's right; the official jargon
for these is "mid-semester grade estimates".
As a future teacher and somewhat of a realist. I must
say that I am in favor of grades. Aside from their
useful quality as an index of character and information,
they also motivate students. and can be potentially
rewarding financially. But somehow I cannot support
the bother that estimates cause. They do not affect the
Q.P.A.: they can be up.setting. both to students as well
as their familif's: they are an unecological waste of
paper: and. they could easily be replaced by a
mandatory interview session. which is certainly more
beneficial than worthless grades.
.
The arguments for these are at best shaky. They
force teachers to spread the course requirements to at
least one grade in addition to the final: the student is
given a clear indication of his standing in the course;
and the student is forced to pace himself throughout the
semester.
During my 3 11z years at Fairfield. I have never had
any t.eacher attempt to grade a course on two marks.
let aione one. There have always been quizzes. short
papers. critiques. etc.. to insure a balanced system. I
<lm certain that there are very few students who are
not sure of their standing in courses (and which could
not be remedied by a session with the professor); and,
l<lstl.v. after twelve or more years as a student. the
impetus of learning should be transferred to the
student's own two shoulders. so that those who find that
the.\' work best under pressure can do so. and those who
are capable of pacing themsel yes are happy as welL
But here f am again. for the seventh time. in the
week after Homecoming. looking around at the same
autumnal nausea: only this time there is a new twist.
My professors decided to postpone their testing until
after the marks are due. Why? They all had one or two
grades to base my mark on anyway. but "now seems
like a good time for a test." So. all my tests come in the
week of Oct. 23-27. instead of Oct. 1&.20. I '11 never
understand any of it.
William Verrilli '73
t-;D1TORIAL POLlt\' .. InlNe!'lE'd and informed readers of this
n('\\":-:papl.·r ma.\" sUblllll ,eUl.'st editorials for publication on the
(,diturial pa~e. Editorials must be no lon,e-er than 500 words in
len.eth and should pertain to topirs dealin,e- solelv .....ith Fairfield
Univl'rsity The Nlitors reserve the ri,e-ht 10 edit all articles
submitted. but editin!! will Ix' performed in such a way so as not to
alter the orinion of the' author.
.
Fur furth('r informal ion contactlhe Editorial Pa~e Editor.
The Editors

Jack

Jerry

"
Lou
Call
259-5863

..,. .
.You'll
- Find... _it ....
Will Pay
Advertise in the Voice;

.........,,1;-._
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ESCAPING THE RUSH - of classes, cafeteria lines, and crowds in the library two students stroll
along the road leading to the football field. The solarized photograph seems to project the walkers inlo
their own surrealistic world.

Letters to the Editor
Mailroom
Complaint
To the Editor:
I think it's time for someone to
speak out about our present mail
room system, so I have decided
to seize the opportunity.
My complaint is the fact that
mail gets so easily lost. Some of
my friends and I find thal .....e are
not always getting the mail
which other university students
leave for us at the mail room
window. If these messages are
not lust. they frequently arrive
too late to matter. I think a little
more care should be given to
such mail. I don't see Why these
notes. often important ones.
can't be placed in the mail boxes
as they are handed in at the
window.
Lois Fusco '75

Praises
Cooperation
To the Editor:
Now that the new scholastic
year is smoothly underway, may
I offer one man's reflection on
the passing scene at Fairfield.
Sunday, October 1, we had a
most successful Fall Arts and
Honors Festival put together by
Mrs. Audrey Thomson and the
Special Events Committee. The
weather was beautiful: the performers were delightful.
Then we returned to the Cam·
pus Center only to find that a
blockage in one of our main
water lines created havoc in the
kitchen and facilities of the Campus Center.
Maintenance was contacted
and put to work immediately.
However, dinner had to be put off
until 5: 15 p.m.
It was a sudden decision that
had to be communicated quickly
to an the dorms. As kitchen
crews had to set up whoJly new
arrangements for cooking and
serving, a picnic styte paper
plate. etc., buffet had to be
arranged on the spot.
There were inevitable delays.
Anyone would have expected an
impatient and somewhat
negative response from the student body.
In a position to observe the
whole operation. I cannot say too
much for the altertness of Mr.
Clyde Moore and the kitchen
staff. the quiet understanding
and cooperation of the student
body, and the desire on
everyone's part to survive as
smoothly as possible a very
challenging situation. It was a
pleasant experience showing an
extraordinary amount of
cooperative finesse on the part of
Mr. Fitzpatrick, the Vice President for Student Services, and
the Fairfield University student

Invites
Participation
To the Editor:
All individuals and groups are
being encouraged to provide input to the search for a new President.
The Board set up a committee
of Trustees which will make
re<xlmmendations to the total
Board. Hence the input to
decision-making should be
through the Committee.
Members are: Edward J. Breck;
James H. Coughlin, S.J.; Robert
A. McGuire, S.J.; D. Bruce
Wiesley; and James J.
McGinley, S.J., Chairman.
The Board instructed this Committee to recommend Jesuit candidates willing and able to
succeed the current President.
And it instructed the Committee as follows:
"The Committee shall actively
seek appropriate committees of
other segments of the Fairfield
University community who will
work closely with it in enabling
the Committee to detennine the
most qualified candidates for
presentation to the full Board of
Trustees. "
Please let me know, in writing
and at your earliest convenience,
therefore, the name of the group
or individual authorized to speak
or write in behalf of the readers
of the University Voice and work
with US in carrying out the directives of the total Board.

Fraternity
Plans Wine
Sampling

On OCtober Xl from 6 to 8 P.M.
there will be a French wine
tasting exhibit in the Campus
Center Oak Room.
Featured will be a sampling of
9 varieties of French wines,
French bread, cheese, a lecture
by a wine connoisseur and a ten
minute color movie on wine
processing.
The exhibit is presented by
Country Wines of France and
sponsored by Alpha Mu Gamma,
National Honor Society for the
Study of Foreign Language.
According to Alpha Mu Gamma President, Terry Bottinelli,
the proceeds from the exhibit
will go into the chapter's
treasury to be used for
scholarships and to send two
representatives to California for
a national meeting of the society.
Also, according to Mr. Bottinelli,
the annual Smorgasbord will be
held second semester. The
Smorgasbord features food from
body.
all around the world.
One cannot help asking himself
Don't miss out on this rare
wistfully: Is this the kind of a experience. Pick up your tickets
year it is going to be?
today in the campus Center or
(Rev.) George S. Mahan, S.J. Language Laboratory. Cost is
Executive Assistant $2.50 or special $1.50 with F.U.
to the President Student LD. card.

Customary stages of work in
fulfilling this responsibility can
be summarized as follows: I)
clarification of qualities being
sought in the new President; 2)
suggestion of individuals to be
considered; 3) gathering information, reactions and daia
regarding individuals suggested;
4) interviewing of individuals by
various persons and groups; 5)
presentation of final candidates
to the total Board. While the
preceding activities are going on,
of course, the work of consultation. screening and narrowing
down of lists takes place.
The final results of aU this
work wilt be presented to the
total Board which will then go
into executive session.
So there is plenty of work for
those willing to work.
Individual persons are also
welcome to contact me in their
own capacity and on this whole
matter. of course. Kindly let this
be known as opportunity permits.
Thanks for your cooperation
and please let me hear from you
as soon as possible.
Cordially,
(Rev.) James J. McGinley, S.J.
Chairman, Search Committee
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Student is Number One Salesman

Encyclopedia Sales
Net Trip for Junior
A desire to make money won'l.

in itself. guarantee success in
the field of sales these days.

according to Michael O'Rourke.
a junior at Fairfield University.

O'Rourke.

classics

a

20-year-old

major

·rrom

Philadelphia. Pa.. drew Ihis
conclusion after distinguishing
himself as the number one
student salesman in the United
States for encyclopedia
publishing

company

this

summer.
O'Rourke sold over $20.000

worth of books for the P.F.
Collier's Company in the
metropolitan Philadelphia area.
In addition to commissions. he
also won a free trip to Europe
which delayed his return to
school by one week this fall.

In his third summer with
Collier's. a subsidiary of
Crowell, Collier, and MacMillan.

Inc.. O'Rourke says that above
all a successful salesman has to
believe in himself.
He insists that a person who is
only interested in making a lot of
money won't hold up under the
grueling work ~hedule and the
constant pressure which
confront most salesman.
"For me. the most important
thing was becoming the best
salesman in the country. The
money just wasn't that
important. "IIl;l says.
The tall. good looking young
man. who comes from a family
of nine in the Philadelphia
suburb of Baja Cynwood. says he
has always made it a point to
establish goals' and then work to
achieve them.
"The satisfaction of
performing well is the thing
which keeps you going," says
O'Rourke. who has managed to
build an impressive 3.6 out 4.0
average at Fairfield during his
first two years here.
O'Rourke says he learned an
important lesson about the
ethics of sales work: "Find a
product you have confidence in.
and then work hard. but
honestlv. to sell it."
It·s important to be honest
with any potential buyer about
the cost of a product (his
package deal cost nearly $5(0),
but than an effective salesman
must keep his personal feelings
out of the deal. he says.
"0 nee a salesman begins to
worry whether he should have
sold the product to a particular
family because of the cost. he
might as well give up,"
O'Rourke points out. "That's not
my responsibility."

O'Rourke says one of the most
successful techniques to employ
on a prospective buyer is to
make him admit to the value of
the product.
"Once a husband and wife
admit to me that they are the
type of people who might like
and appreciate a goou
encyclopedia. I'm half way
home." he says.
One of every two families who
made that admission, to him this
summer brought the package
deal. O'Rourke says. including
the encyclopedias and several
other books and services offered
by the company.
"1 see my job as convincing
these people that they are
making a good investment for
the future." he says. "If they
have any doubts about the value
of such an investment I tell them
to forget it immediately."

Opening Saturday, October 28

There is only one difference between the suit
we sell and our competitors' "name" brand
suits '"

Price.

Although he's not interested in
spending his life as a salesman,
O'Rourke admits that the past
three summers' experience have
been extremely valuable to his
individual development.
"In addition to learning good
business techniques. I think 1
especially profited from having
lo. adjust to the different types
of people I'd meet." he says.
"Every couple is different.·'
With his eyes set on a career in
law. O'Rourke says he also
enjoyed learning how to control
certain types of discussions and
how to handle the many types of
objections with which he was
confronted.
While for a proven salesman
the money factor is admittedly
lucrative. he says the houf'!'l are
outrageous at times. On a given
day he would leave his home
before noon and might not return
until well after midnight.

The Suitery
Men's apparel
629 East State Street, Westport
(near Grand Union)

FOR RENT

FFLD. BEACH - Immaculate 3
bed.• waterfront home - now to
June. $225 per month plus
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SNACK BAR SPECTATORS _ view the action in one of the recent baseball playoff games. The color

television pictured in the background was instaUed for the duration of the playoffs but was removed for
the World Series.
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HEAD RESIDENTS - Carol Rose and Phil Cass are shown going
about their daily tasks in Loyola Hall. The two administrators will
be the subject of a feature article in next week's University Voice.

Juvenile Program
Offers Aid to Young
1\ new division of the Youth

Interr<ldal Council (YIC), the
program for Juvenile Reform.
has been started for the first
time in the Bridgeport area,
under the guidance of Kevin
Fauteux.

The

October 26, 1972
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program

works

with

youths from the Meriden SChool

for Boys and the Long Lane
School for Girls who are being

detained or who are on probation
for a number of offenses ranging
from shoplifting to drug abuse.
The youths are paired off on a

one to one basis with a volunteer.
from the University and their
goal is ·'to help these
adolescents from falling back

NAACP
Official
To Speak
The Department of Histor.y of
Fairrie1d University will sponsor
a lecture by Mr. AJrred Baker
Lewis. National Treasurer
Emeritus of the N.A.A.C.P. on
the subject: "Gains Made and To
Be Made in the Struggle tor
Justice." He will deliver his
lecture in the Oak Room of the
Campus CenJer at 8:00 p.m. on
Thursday. October 26. 1972.
Mr. Lewis has been a member
of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People since 1924. He is an
inveterate letter writer to
newspaper editors on the
political and social problems of
our time. He is 11 lawyer by
profession and has. in this
capacity. appeared before
committees of the State
Legislatures of Massachusells
and ConnecLicut. leslifying on
behalf of labor and social
security leJ1;islation.
He is the author of numerous
pamphlets, among them. "True
Freedom for Negro and White
Workers." "Why We Have
Recessions and Depressions"
and "Progress at Very
Deliberate Speed...
His memberships include the
American Federation of
Teachers. AFL·CIO. Americans
for Democratic Action and the
American Civil Liberties Union.
After a brief career as a
professor of law and economics
at
the
University of
Pennsylvania. Mr. Lt'wis
entered a variety of careers.
among them as an insuran{'f'
"ompany executive. In hili
retirement. he is engaged in the
lecture circuit on behalf of the
N A.A.C P.

into their old habits and being
sent back to these reform
schools...
The extraordinary part of this
new program is that it is
government - funded and works
with the Department of Children
and Youth Services. Volunteers
will receive money each week to
be used for entertainment for the
children. Planned events to this
date are group trips to New York
City and a few concerts in the
area.
When asked to explain the
reasons for this new program.
Mr. Fauteaux said. "The
conditions in the schools of
Meriden and Long Lane are so
deplorable that even the most
decent of kids will become
hardened. I would like to give
these kids a chance to see
that there is more to life than a 4
by 8 prison celL If they become
aware that not everybody is out
to rip them off. then their
attitudes might change and this
mig-ht prevent them from
breaking the law and being sent
back to a place where they
cannot find hope!"
David Pettiniccbi

Engineering Students Endure
Fourth Yr. Shift to UCONN
A small group of students from
Fairfield University are
experiencing a mild form of
culture shock this fall as part of
the school's five·year
engineering program.
After spending three years
studying with the more than
2.000 other students at Fairfield.
nine fourth-year engineering
students have been transferred
for the next two years to the
relatively large world of the
University of Connecticut at
Storrs.
As part of Fairfield's
cooperative program with
Conn. the students earned a
Bachelor of Arts degree during
the past three years here before
moving to Storrs to work toward
a Bachelor of Science in
engineering.
.
The cooperative program
. enables participating students to
earn two undergraduates
degrees in five years of study.
Two of the students. Anton
Hebenstreit of New Britain,
Conn.. and Charles Rooney of
Jersey City, N.J., returned to
their "[irst" college recently to
discuss the new surroundings.
placing most emphasis on the
change in size.
"It·s quite different being one
of nearly 20.000 instead of being
one of 2,000." explained
Hebenstreit. "If just takes a bit
of adjusting to."
On the other hand. he looks
forward to studying his major.
electrical engineering, within
the extensive engineering
facilities at UConn which include
three separate buildings.
Charles Rooney. who is
studying civil engineering at
UConn. says it will take a while
before he's used to the new
surroundings.
"For one thing. it's difficult
leaving all of our friends after
three years and coming to a
place where we know practically
nobody." he says.
Both young men agree.
however. that the five year
program places them at a
distinct advantage over the
student who earns but one
degree.
"First of all. we won't be
limited to engineering when we
get out of school.'· says Rooney.
who admits he wasn't always
sure during the past three years
that engineering was for him.
Hebenstreit points oulthat the
extra year enabled them to take
more course electives in other

Political Activists
Work in Election Yr.
(Continued From Page 2)
organization on campus. is not
working for Nixon, and nor is his
group. due to problems of
internal structure. He says
"Other than position papers and
polls. I don't know of any effort
on campus in his favor." One
teacher expressed the 'opinion
that Nixon followers on campus
don·t see any need to become
actively involved. because of
Nixon's commanding lead.
Conflicting Polls
As for how the student body
will actually vote. the students
interviewed each claim a narrow
plurality for their candidate. The
McGovern students polled
Southeast. finding 52% for
McGovern and 34% for Nixon.
Another poll of Loyola 2.
comprising
mainly
underclassmen. revealed strong
Nixon support. but Ed Harrison
claims this is balanced by
factions like the beach residents.
and that the results from
Southeast are valid for the
University as a whole. Joe
Hasten. on the other hand.
beli(>ves lhat Nixon holds a <;1ight

"""

These are the main political
groups active in this elt:dion at
i"alrfield. Thert': remains.

though. the fringe clements.
found at every college. One of
these unique to our campus.
according to reliable sources, is
a Jesuit Germanophile who.
working secretly from a
basement office in one of the
dorms. is conducting a
"Kissinger for President"
campaign.

259-6384
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COLD 8EER

HAlfWAY TO THE

POINT

fields outside of their major than student more chance to think
about it," he says.
the average engineering major.
Besides the extra freedom that
"I found that taking more
liberal arts courses helped me to having two degrees will allow to
decide that engineering was the most graduates of the
rield I wanted to continue in." he ·engineering program, the
Fairfield professor says these
says.
The engineering advisor at students should be excellent all
Fairfield. Dr. Michael P. around engineers.
"One of the biggest problems
Zabinski, agrees that the fiveyear program will be inwluable among today's professional
engineers is that although they
to these students in the future.
Dr. Zabinski points out that no are extremely competent in
matter how bright an incoming their field. they often don't.
freshman might be it is often communicate effectively. With a
impossible for him to know greater variety of courses to
exactly which direction he wants t.heir credit. our students should
to go in. "This program gives the have an advantage here." says
Dr. Zabinski.
This program is not designed
lo make the students switch
from engineering, but to enrich
the profession." he says.
Despite the current glut of
qualified engineers on the job
market. . Dr. Zabinski is
confident that the nine Fairfield
students at Ueonn now, as weB
Two members of Fairfield as 90 undergraduates in the
University's
Biology cooperative program still at
Department have been selected Fairfield, have a bright future in
to take part in a National Science engineering.
Foundation (NSF)·American
"For one thing. I think we
Association
for
the must realize that the present job
Advancement of Science (AAAS) situation is bound to change in
- directed education program for the near future since new
college faculty members to be technical advances will always
held this fall and winter at be needed." he says.
Hampshire College, Amherst.
Dr. Zabinski points out that
Mass.
the shift may occur from a need
Chosen from among college for mechanical, chemical and
faculty members throughoutlhe electrical engineers to a call for
easlern United States were more civil engineers to
Fairfield's Dr. Frank J. Rice. accommodate today's problems
associate professor of Biology, in such fields as ecology and
and Dr. salvatore F. Bongiorno, urban planning.
assistant professor of Biology. in
In addition, he says that many
the program tenned the NSF present professional engineers
Chautauqua-Type Short Courses who have lost jobs because of the
for College Teachers.
tightened market are dropping
The overall program. to be out of the profession for other
conducted at four universities on lines of work.
the east coast. will emphasize
"Finally, all the bad publicity
interdisciplinary
or about the lack of engineering
multidisciplinary courses that jobs has greatly reduced the
are open to teachers from number of students who €ome to
several fields.
Individual college today to become
sessions will deal with aspects of engineers." he concludes.
problems of science, technology
and society.
Dr. Rice will participate in a
program entitled Human
Genetics and Societal Problems.
and Dr. Bongiorno in one dealing
with Concepts and Their
Application to Environmental
Health and
Environmental
Planning.
Congressman Stewart
The current state of research
on birth defect.s. biochemical M e-K inn e y ,
Rep ubi i can
disorders.
the
human incumbent. and his Democratic
chromosome complement, and challenger James McLoughlin
malformations resulling from will debate tonight at 7:30 in the
mishaps in the chromosomes. University of Bridgeport's
will highl ight the genetics Student Center Social Room.
program and will pursue the
The debate is part of "A Mini·
theoretical and ethical aspects of Course in Practical Politics", a
genetic engineering.
program of debates and
Because of the recent discussions at UB sponsored by
awakening of the public and the League of Women Voters.
governmental agencies to the the University of Bridgeport
seriousness
of
our Center for Urban-Suburban
environmental problems. a Studies and Higher Education
program designed to review Center for Urban Studies as well
concepts and techniques of as the UB political science
ecology and demonstrate the department and the Office of
applicability of many of these to Continuing Education.
College Volunteers for
the solution of enviornmental
problems will be one of those McKinney will sponsor a
presented
during
the reception after the debate in the
Chautauqua-type series to which Campus Center Private Dining
Dr. Bongiorno has been invited.
Room. The "Coffee with the
Participation by the two Candidates" reception is open to
professors is part of Fairfield's the public.
program of encouraging its
The Bridgeport confrontation
faculty to broaden their could provide the largest live
knowledge of interdisciplinary audience yet for the Fourth
Congressional
subjects and to remain abreast District
of current developments in their candidates as previous debates
r;.,lrl~
have all been televised or before

Scientists
In Teaching
Program

McKinneyMcLoughlin
Debate

~r~~::~i~;:~;::~:1~;;ml ;1~~f~~~~'~uca~I~~~~~e~i th:

:::: 11 Unquowa Rd., 255·2797 :::: Connecticut General Assembly.
:::: adjacent to Community :~:~ is seeking his second term in the
::~ Theater
:::: ....congress.
~::candle·making, batik, art:::;
James ;Big Jim' Mcloughlin
:::: supplies, stained glass, rock ;;:: is also a former member of State
;:::polishers, deeoupage,~;: Legislature and has served as a
::~ macrame, clays, beads, block ~::. Bridgeport Alderman.
;:::printing,looms,boUleandjuJt~:
Tran"oortalion 10 th~
;:::('uuers, Christmas ornament::;. \1ch·nne}·.\lcLoughlm J~bate
::::kits, x-acto, needlepoint ant.l;~ will be provided. For
;::; crewel.
~: info!'mation
contact Terry
~~::;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::~::::::}.:i HOf-an, Box 931.
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Stag Nine Wins
Finale; Finish 3-9

....... ..,. ... Le7ll

A FAIRFIELD BALL-CARRIER - goes down as the Red Hugger serum closes in during action in
Saturday's C game against Springfield B's.

Red Ruggers Swat Niagra
Wasps 16-8; D's, C's Also Win
By Tom Faranda
The Red Ruggers had •a
successful Father's' week-end as
the A team defeated the Niagara

Wasps of Canada. UHI. while the
Band C teams swept Springfield
College's A and B learns.
This Saturday the Club will
travel to Boston to play MIT.
Fairfield has split its last two
meetings with the Engineers.
losing 15-9 in Boston three years
ago, but winning the following
year at home. 19-0.
The Canadian team and the A'5
met on Saturday had completed
its league schedule the week-end
before and finished in second

place.

Ho.....ever

they

.....ere

move the ball out quickly to their
backs.
Despite the Niagara pressure,
the Red Ruggers got the only
score of the first half on a long
backfield advance that
culminated in Bob Deerin's
going into the end zone for the
try (the equivalent of a
touchdown in rugby). This made
the score 4-0 at half-time.
Early in the second half the
Big Red pushed their lead to 8-0
on a try by wing John Donovan
follOWing a loose serum at the
Wasp 10 yard line.
The Canadiens then got their
first score. cutting the Fairfield
lead back to four points.

unable to contain the fast style of
play which the Red Ruggers
showed them.
Most of the first quarter or the
match was spent in Fairfield
territory as the bigger Wasp
scrum tried to grind the Rugger
pack. while they in turn tried to

DeCamp, Ferrara
SCore Cllacbers
The Ruggers then seored two
more tries to stretch their lead
to 11).,4. The first score came
when wing Bill DeCamp kicked
into the end zone and beat the
Niagara defenders to the ball,

TRACK MEETING
Monday, Oct. 38, 4:00 at NW
LoUDge.
For aU those interested in
outdoor ud the initial indoor
track seaSOD.

WANTED;
1\1.'0 Lacrosse Maaagen fOl'
Spring ~n j Coeltac' Ken
Gilstein 2.55-3150 or Roger
Yergeau, Box ISH or NW 313.
Free Club Membership and
Other Benefits.

Booters Stopped
Twice; Lose 2-0,3-0
The Fairfield Soccer team
dropped its eighth and ninth
games last week as they lost to
Quinnipiac 2.() and to Fordham 3O.
Once again the Stag eleven
could do nothing right on offense
when they took the field against
Quinnipiac in Hamden.
Connecticut. At the haH
Fairfield looked like they had the
makings for a tie as the score
was 0-0.
Defense Errs
However. the now-to-beexpected defensive miscue
occurred at 22: 15 into the second
half as a 30 yard direct kick
bounced into the goal
unmolested.
Fairfield
was
momentarily stunned and
Quinnipiac capitalized on to
score 30 seconds later.
Missed Opportunities
In Fordham Game
The Fordham game. played
before a respectable Father's
Weekend crowd. proved to be a
lesson in frustration as the
offense moved the ball
extremely well but couldn't put
it into the net. The Stag eleven
couldn't buy a goal as they had at
least six legitimate goals on
their feet but couldn't quite zero
in on them.
Fordham. on the other hand,
seored when t hey had the
chance. but it wasn't until 39

minutes into the second half that
the Rams put it on ice as a poor
corner kick dribbled into the
goal. .
The Stag eleven faces a tough
test this Saturday as they play
Bridgeport. rated in the top ten
at 1:30at U.B.
Tim Byrne

and the second one was seored on
a short run by center Pete
Ferrara.
The Canadiens tried to rally,
however the Big Red serum had
worn them down and they were
only able to score one try.
making the final score 16-8.
The win pushed the A record to
3·1 on the year. They have scored
70 points to their opponents 51.
The game"Was the first one since
last fall in which drop kicker
Charlie Moracedidn't score.
Prior to the match Morace had
an eight game streak in which he
had scored 54 points. Against the
Wasps he missed four difficult
conversions from the sidelines
and one penalty kick.
B's Win· Keep Streak Alive
The B team extended its
unbeaten streak to 13 games as
they defeated the Springfield
College A team. 19-12.
The Ruggers built up a 9.() lead
on a try by Tom Roland and a
conversion and penalty kick by
Vic Pino. The Chiefs then scored
a try and conversion and cut the
Fairfield lead to 9-6 at hall-time.
Mid-way throogh the second
hall center John Hughes scored a
fine try on a twisting 20 yard run
and increased the Big Red lead
to 13-6. Springfield again came
back and scored six more points.
making the score 13-12 with nine
minutes left in the match.
The Ruggers then wrapped the
game up as Pino scored a try and
conversion following a serum at
the Chief five yard line.
C's Win First
The Fairfield C's got their first
win of the season following three
defeats as they beat
Springfield's B's. 15-{l.
The Rugger scores came on
tries by Mike Mangerelli. Dewey
Egan. and Ted O·Brien. while
Jack Barrett scored on a penalty
kick.

The Fairfield University
baseball team concluded a 3-9
fall campaign wit h a split in the
University of New Haven
Invitational Fall Baseball
Tournament. losing to host and
eventual champion New Haven.
4-3. in the first contest before
posting a 12-4 win over
Quinnipiac in the consolation
contest.
O;!nterfielder Bob Ciccone
(Mt. Vernon. N.Y.) belted a tw~
run homer in the New Haven loss
while junior outfielder Pat
English (Syosset, N.Y.)
slammed a three-run triple in
the Quinnipiac win to star for the
Stags. Junior Pat Laughna
(North Cald.....ell. N.J.) scattered
five hits in hurling the distance
for the Stags in the victory.
Leading Hillers
Ciccone and second baseman
Kevin McKee (Hamden)
finished the fall slate as the
Stags' leading hitters while third
baseman
John
Favale
<Fairfield) and catcher Fred
Tunney (Westbury, N.Y.). a pair

of freshmen. also impressed
head coach Don Cook.
Cook commented that the fall
season was run on an informal.
exhibition type of program. The
good crop of freshmen players
v,-ere given opportunity to show
what they could do in various
situation.
Freshmen MouDdsmen Used
This was especially true in
regards to the pitching duties
wherE!' injuries to standout
hurlers Bob Trojanowski, AI
Gabriele and first year prospect
Kevin Roche left the staff shorthanded. The object of the season
was to experiment with different
players at different positions and
to find out where a stronger bat
could be compensated for a
slicker glove. or vice a versa.
Last year's 2-11 fall season
was conducted in a smiliar
manner and the Stags then went
on to post a IH spring record.
winning the final ten contests
and narrowly missing a berth in
the
NCAA
District I
Tournament.

The fall results:
Fairfield 5
Eastern Conneclicut3
Quinnipiac7
Western Connecticut 8
Fairfield 11
St.John's7
New Haven 3
New Haven 9
Eastern Connecticut 7
Eastern Connecticul3
New Haven 4
Fairfield 12

.. -

.

=

•

....

Eastern Connecticut 4
Eastern Connecticul4
Fairfield 1
Fairfield 6 (12 inn.)
Fairfield 6
Western Connecticut 0
Fairfield 5
Fairfield 1
Fairfield 3
Fairfield 2
Fairfield 3
Quinnipiac 4

. .....

• •••

•

For Area Fans

Season Tickets
Are Now, On Sale
season tickets for the 13 home
games of the Fairfield Universi·
ty basketball team this winter
are now on sale, it has been
announced by athletic director C.
Donald Cook.
The ticket office will be open
Mondays through Fridays from 89 p.m.. 12 noon-I p.m., 3-4 p.m.
and H p.m. for area fans. The
ticket office is located next to the
Fairfield athletic office.
The season passes a $39 value
will be sold for US and provide ~
reserved seat for 12 regular
season contests and an exhibition
with St. Mary's of Nova Scotia.
Among the top home attractions are Colgate, Boston
College. Fordham, St. Peter's,
Canisius and Seton Hall as weB
as state rivals Southern Connecticut and Bridgeport.

Orders for season tickets will be
accepl.ed by phone or mail as
well. Qlecks should be made
payable to the Fairfield University Athletic Association while the
Fairfield athletic office may be
reached by phoning 25&-5411, Ext.
111/.
The 1972-73 home schedule is as
follows;
December 2. Southern Connecticut: 4. Seton Hall: 9, 5t. Francis (Pa.1.
January 4. S1. Mary's of Nova
Scotia (exhibition); IS, Colgate;
24, Boston College: 30. Fordham.
February 3, St. Peter's; 17,
Fairleigh Dickinson; 20. Boston
University: 24, Manhattan 27
Canisius.
'
•
March 5. Bridgeport.

NEXT WEEK IN
THE VOICE
INTRAMURAL STORY
AND STANDINGS
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PAT McGOWAN - showing the fine defense which gave him the MVP award for the Fathers' Weekend
game.
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Beavers Skate by
Stags in 5-3 Game

I

Tilt: FIGHT LOOKS ABOUT EVEN - As Ed Stefan grapples with an unidentified C.C.N.Y. player
with .Jim.Martin and Il:oalie Ed Palma standing by. The Beavers. however. ended up on top as they beal
the Slsl:s. 5·3.

Fairfield Eleven Clawed by
Norwalk Cougars; Lose 19-0
By BOB BLAIR
Norwalk Commuuity College.
to an erratic light
display and numerou,s Fairfield
errors. registered a 19·0 win last
Saturday night over the Stags.

treated

The

loss

dropped

Fairrield's

record to the negative side of the
ledf!cf at 2-3 while Norwalk
stands at 2~ I.
The conlest was delayed for 35
minutes due to a breakdown in
the ricld lighting system. The

diHiculy
but

was partly resolved

numerous

plays

were

executed in virtual darkness.
Slag Miscues Costly
A 16 yard Fairfield punt and an
intercepted pass led to the
visitors' 13-0 half! ime lead. After
battling to a scoreless tic in the
first Quarter. Norwalk struck
quickly in the second stanza.
Arter Stag punter Will Mraz's
short boot from his own end zone
was downed at Fairfield's 16.
l'iorwalk had excellent rield
position to open the second
quarter. From the 16 the
Cougars promptly moved to the
five by virtue of two penalties
against Fairfield.
Three cracks at the Stags'
front four were unsuccessful.
But on fourth down. Cougar
quarterback Steve Collins rolled
out on an option-keeper and went
in to score from four ~'ards oul.
The extra point aUempt was
blocked and Norwalk led. 6-0.
On Fairfield's ensuing set of
downs hard rushed quarterback
Jim Collins overthrew his target
in the right rtats. Norwalk
defender Carmen Perri picked it
off and returned it 45 yards for
the touchdown. The kick split the
uprights and the Cougars had
their eventual 13-0 halftime lead.
Best Scoring Opportunity Fails
Fairfield's deepest offensive
penetration came at the close of
the half. Lineman Bill Granada
recovered a Norwalk fumble at
the
Cougar
40.
An
unsportsmanlike conduct
penalty against Norwalk moved

Sport Slate
Rubgy
Oct. 28.- Away vs. M.I.T.
Hockey
Oct. 'l7 - Home vs. Wagner
Soccer
Oct. 28 - Away vs. Univ. of
Bridgeport. Nov. 1 -Home vs.
Eastern Ct.
Football
Oct. 28 - Away vs. Marist
Cross Country

._Oc_t._28_._A_W_a~y_v_,_.Qu.:..;_"_"~iP_;a_C
259-2526

CASQUE {, KEG

.. .... '"
.;

Fairfield to the 25 with seconds
remaining. A field goal attempt
by Steve Lennox was blocked by
the mammoth Cougar line.
Another 15 yard infraction
against Norwalk opened the
second half, again giving the
Stags possession in Norwalk
territory. The threat was short
lived as Lennox threw a pass into
a cluster of Norwalk defenders.
Cougar Jim McCusker
interccpted and Norwalk took
over on their own 41.
Norwalk's ground game

spirit shop, inc.

off Fairfield's outside ground
game.
Stag quarterbacks threw for 44
yards. Jim Collins completed
three of eight passes while
Lennox hit once in five tries.
Neither thrower had much time
to set up as the Stags' interior
line consistently gave way to
Norwalk's rush.
The Norwalk offense was not
awesome (148 yards) but its
ability to capitalize on Stag.
errors proved the key.
A bright spot for Fairfield was
the punting game of Will Mraz.
Despite his one costly short kick.
Mraz managed to boot for a 40
yard average on eight punts.
Granada stood out on defense
recoveTing two fumbles and
making nine unassisted tackles.
Marist Next Foe
Coach Tris Carta termed the
loss a ·'throw-away" in the early
going. He cited the two Norwalk
first half scores as gifts due to
mental errors on his club's part.
The veteran coach looks for a
tough game Saturday in
,Poughkeepsie. N.Y. against the
Marisl College Vikings. Marist is
undefeated and its most recent
victim was lona. 7-0, last Friday.

The Stag Hockey Club suffered
it's first defeat of the season at
the hands of'City College of New
York, when the skaters lost last
Friday night by a score of 5-3
before a Father's Weekend
crowd of 800.
It was the first time the
Beavers managed to defeat the
Stags in two years. The loss
brought Fairfield's record this
season to 1-1.
Freshman Tom Cohen gave
the Stags an early lead a little
over five minutes into the first
period with a goal assisted by
Joe Flynn and Gerry Michaud.
The Stag lead was short-lived as
Fastenberg and C.C.N.Y. shot
the puck past Fairfield goalie
Eddie Palma at 6:46. to tie the
score of the first period at 1-1.
CCNY Takes 3-1 Lead
The second period was half
over when Williams of C.C.N.Y.
tallied City's second goal 0(( the
skate of Palma. Two minutes
later, Rebraca of the Beavers
moved his team ahead by
scoring the first of his three
goals of the night.
In the third period. the Stag
Icemen found themsel ves in a
precarious position. As Chris
Stanton was being given a two
minute penalty at 5:00, attention
was being diverted to a skirmish
at the opposite end of the ice
between Ed Stefan and a City
player.
This left the Fairfield team at
a great disadvantage, evidenced
by scoring pressure put on the
goalie Palma. At 5:33. Palma
saved a sure goal, coming up
with the puck in his glove much
to the delight of the enthusiastic
Fairfield fans.
Coben, Conners SCore to Even It

trick. The first of his goals came
with 1: 31 left in the game on a
breakaway. He then followed
through with the last of the
scoring a half minute later.
Coach McCarthy was forced to
replace Eddie Palma in the net
as Palma was shaken up by a
shot taken by a C.C.N.Y. skater.
Terry Hinchey manned the cage
for thirty seconds until "Doc"
McCarthy pulled the goalie and
skated the extra player in a last
attempt to overtake the Beavers.
Stags Had Shooting But Not
SCoring Edge
Fairfield outshot C.C.N.Y. by
a wide margin, 33-20, while
accumulating only fifteen
minutes of penalty time to the
Beavers twenty-seven.
The Stag offense felt the loss of
Mike Redden who incurred an
injury to his ankle at practice the
night before the game. Redden
will be out of the line-up for
several weeks.
Coach McCarthy's line of Paul
Fillion. Mike Redden and Ed
Stefan. which had been scoring
high at practice and had scored
two goals against Manhattan the
previous week. was therefore
forced to re-align. Stefan moved
into the center position while
alternating the other wing
position was Christ Stanton and
Rick Curtis.
Tomorrow night the Stag
Icemen take on Wagner College
of Staten Island, New York. a
newcomer to the M.l.H.L., at
9: 15 p.m. at the Wonderland of
Ice in Bridgeport.

Up

Monday
8"5-" :15 p.m.
Tuesday 8:30 p.rn. to cl03inB
Wednesday
8:15-11:15 p.m.
Thursday
8:36-11:30 p.m.
Sunday 7:OOp.m.tod03iI1B
COEDS
Monday
7..0 0-8:15 p.rtI.
Tuesday
7..6 0-8:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00-8:15 p.rtI.
Thursday
7:15-8.-:JO p.m.
Free Play and Recreation
(Male and Female)
friday
7:00 p.m. to dosil1B
Saturday 2:00 p.m. to dosinB
Sunday
12:00-7:00 p.m.

The Fairfield skaters made a
strong attempt at recovering
dominance in the game on tbe
strength of two freshman goals.
The first came 9:27 with Cohen
scoring his second of the game
on an assisl by Dave Connors.
Connors followed the path to the
goal a minute later. assisted by
linemate Cohen to tie the score
at 3-3.
City ran away with the hard
fought game with two goals by
Rebraca. giving him the hat·

.

GYM SCHEDULE

.. -

Intramurals aDd Recreation

MEN

Sports Personality

Co-Captain Jim Christino
proceeded to set up its final TO.
Halfback John Bawoc carried
for a first down to the Fairfield
49. On the next play Ernie
Thompson boiled to the 24.
Two plays later. Cougar QB
Collins hit receiver Roane over
the middle at the 15 where Roone
broke three would-be tacklers to
lake it in for the touchdown. The
kick failed giving Norwalk its 19o edge.
The victors threatened again
in the final period. but Granada's
second fumble recovery doused
out the fire at the Fairfield 35.
Norwalk Defense Tough
Fairfield's ground attack
gained only five yards for the
game. Norw<"!lk's derense was
near impossible to penetrate and
its quick lateral movement shut
SUS.VARSITY TEAM
The following players have
made the Stags' Sub-Varsity
team for the 172-173 season.
Jim McCarthy
Greg SCott
Herb Rhaburn
Bill B1adell
Steve Oiaz
Walt Hutchinson
Greg O'Neill
Brian Sagedy

by Tom Manni
"Our competition is tough but.
with a little luck and if our
experienced seniors can mix
smoothly with some of our less
experienced underclassmen. we
can have a successful season,"
stated head soccer coach Jim
Kuhlman.
One of these experienced
seniors and one of Fairfield's
unrecognized stars is co-captain
Jim Christi no who will be
starting his fourth season for the
Stags this year.
Holds season SCoring Record
Hailing from Wolcott,
Connecticut where he was
selected as M.V.P. in soccer and
baseball. Jim has been one of the
few bright spots for Stag soccer.
As a sophomore, the 5'8" 160
pounder seta new season scoring
record at Fairfield by scoring 9
goals as the squad compiled a 7402 record.
Last year Jim had to sacrifice
his goal.scoring abilities in order
to help out the leaky Stag
defense. As a result. the Stag
offense managed to score only 8
goals an~ ~hey lost 11 gamt;s

year Jim is back at his forward
position on the attacking front
line.
When asked about the team's
chances for this season. Jim was
rather somber. "We've gotten
off to a bad start by losing our
first four games but if the guys
don't lose heart we might reach

-:;3;;;::;:::::-:::-__r=~W;h~il=e=W;:,="=",~"~g...::""~1~y...::o:"e~.~T~h~"=::::::::I.,
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Jim CbrltUDO

.500." With five freshman
starters the main problem is to
get the team to work as a unit.
"Our defense is really strong but
we've been too defense conscious
and the halfbacks haven't been
getting the ball to the forwards
enough for us to score," ·he
admitted.
.
Strong Reeruiting Rivals
Another reason for the team's
poor showing has been the
extremely tough schedule,
"Most of the schools we play
give out scholarships for soccer
and this draws a lot of foreign
players who have grown up
playing soccer."
When I insinuated that perhaps
the poor season was a result of
the coaching, Jim jumped to the
defense of Coach Kuhlman. "He
is a really good coach who knows
the game well, and can really
play the game. There's a lot we
can learn rrom him."
Now that you know a little
about Jim, why not go out and
watch a few soccer games.
Soccer shouldn't be treated as a
"minority" sport. and fine
athletes like Jim and the rest of
the soccer team deserve your

~;;:;;:r:5_supportand recognition.

SPIRITS
OF
ALL KINDS

1872 E. STATE STREET
ACROSS FROM
STEAK & 8REW

I.H. "Skip" Williams
"00 AM 0 "00 PM

John
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